Criminal Signature vs MO Venn Diagram

M.O
- a reason why you committed a crime
- revenge, burglary, or for pleasure, hate crime
- links suspects to crimes
- suspect may kill victims different ways but killed them all for the same reason

Signature Aspect
- the calling card
- offenders need to express these violent fantasies
- they perform certain rituals
- the offender leave behind unusual tracks which is there calling card
- aggressive force, the way he kills them, the things he say to them
Similar:
That is the way you can find the suspect
It remains constant
Sometimes police cannot figure it out

Write your paragraph below:

The M.O is a reason that the crime was committed, such as robbery. The signature aspect is unusual tracks you leave behind such as saying the same line in every victim ear. Going by a offender M.O and signature aspect you can find them easily in some cases with M.O the way the crime is committed may change. But the reason they did it will remain the same. With signature aspect its sometimes hard for the police to identify it.